MS33 Scarman Tribunal (1969)

About the Collection:

Material relating to the Scarman Tribunal Report into violence and civil disturbances in Northern Ireland in 1968. The material is arranged into Exhibits, Evidence and Submissions. **Warning: A number of the Exhibit folders contain images which may cause distress.**

Exhibits are arranged into bundles, each of which have an index attached. Evidence is broken down into 43 bound volumes covering the 172 days of the Tribunal and including an index volume (MS33/2/44). Submissions are comprised of a bound volume of submissions in respect of Belfast and a bound volume of submissions in respect of Londonderry, Dungiven, Armagh, Coalisland, Dungannon and Newry.

**MS33 Outline**
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MS33/1  Exhibits

The bundles of exhibits are broken down into a number of folders. Each bundle has an index attached. Warning: A number of the folders contain images which may cause distress.

MS33/1/1  Box 1A
1. Londonderry Exhibits, 1 bundle of 18 folders containing 1 index folder and 17 folders of exhibits numbered 1-71.
2. Newry Exhibits, 1 bundle of 6 folders containing 1 index folder and 5 folders of exhibits numbered 1-8.

Box 1B
1. Armagh Exhibits, 1 bundle of 6 folders containing 1 index folder and 5 folders of exhibits numbered 1-9.
2. Coalisland Exhibits, 1 bundle of 5 folders containing 1 index folder and 4 folders of exhibits numbered 1-7.
3. Crossmaglen Exhibits, 1 bundle of 4 folders containing 1 index folder and 3 folders of exhibits numbered 1-3.
4. Dungannon Exhibits, 1 bundle of 6 folders containing 1 index folder and 5 folders of exhibits numbered 1-11.
5. Dungiven Exhibits, 1 bundle of 6 folders containing 1 index folder and 5 folders of exhibits numbered 1-10.

MS33/1/2  Box 2
1. General Exhibits, 1 bundle of 2 folders of exhibits numbered 1-8 and including an index (exhibit 1 folder).
2. Explosion Exhibits, 1 bundle of 6 folders of exhibits numbered 1-14 and including an index (exhibit 1 folder).
3. 1 folder containing: Correspondence relating to the chronology of events of 1969.
4. 1 folder containing: Background documents relating to the Tribunal, Day 1 transcripts and indexes.

MS33/1/3  Box 3A
Belfast Exhibits, 13 folders of exhibits numbered 1-4 and including an index of all Belfast Exhibits (exhibit folder 1).

Box 3B
Belfast Exhibits, 9 folders of exhibits numbered 5-18.

MS33/1/4  Box 4
Belfast Exhibits 19-56.
MS33/2 Evidence

43 bound volumes covering the 172 days of the Tribunal and including an index volume (MS33/2/44).

MS33/2/1 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 1-5.
MS33/2/2 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 6-10.
MS33/2/3 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 11-14.
MS33/2/4 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 15-18.
MS33/2/5 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 19-22.
MS33/2/6 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 23-26.
MS33/2/7 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 27-29.
MS33/2/8 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 30-33.
MS33/2/9 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 34-37.
MS33/2/10 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 38-41.
MS33/2/11 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 42-45.
MS33/2/12 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 46-49.
MS33/2/13 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 50-53.
MS33/2/14 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 54-57.
MS33/2/15 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 58-61.
MS33/2/16 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 62-64.
MS33/2/17 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 65-68.
MS33/2/18 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 69-72.
MS33/2/19 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 73-75.
MS33/2/20 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 76-79.
MS33/2/21 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 80-83.
MS33/2/22 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 84-87.
MS33/2/23 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 88-91.
MS33/2/24 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 92-95.
MS33/2/25 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 96-99.
MS33/2/26 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 100-103.
MS33/2/27 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 104-107.
MS33/2/28 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 108-111.
MS33/2/29 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 112-115.
MS33/2/30 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 116-119.
MS33/2/31 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 120-123.
MS33/2/32 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 124-127.
MS33/2/33 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 128-131.
MS33/2/34 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 132-135.
MS33/2/35 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 136-139.
MS33/2/36 Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 140-143.
MS33/2/37  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 144-148.
MS33/2/38  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 149-152.
MS33/2/39  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 153-156.
MS33/2/40  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 157-160.
MS33/2/41  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 161-164.
MS33/2/42  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 165-168.
MS33/2/43  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Days 169-172.
MS33/2/44  Scarman Tribunal Evidence – Index.
MS33/3  Submissions

2 bound volumes of submissions relating to the Tribunal.

MS33/3/1  Scarman Tribunal Submissions – Belfast. 1 Bound Volume Containing:
Submissions in respect of Belfast (Volume 1). Typescript, pp. 97.
Submissions in respect of Belfast (Volume 2). Typescript, pp.154.

MS33/3/2  Scarman Tribunal Submissions – Londonderry etc. 1 Bound Volume Containing:
Submissions in respect of Londonderry. Typescript, pp. 64.
Submissions in respect of Dungiven, Armagh, Coalisland, Dungannon and Newry. Typescript, pp. 105.